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An Oedometer Test under Acid Injection with a Discrete Element

Model: the case of Debonding⋆

Alexandre Sac-Morane, Hadrien Rattez, Manolis Veveakis

• A bonded granular sample is investigated in oedometer conditions dur-

ing debonding. The focus is made on the evolution of the k0 = σII/σI

coefficient, where σI is the stress applied on the vertical surface and

σII is the stress applied on the lateral surface.

• The existence of an attractor configuration has been emphasized. k0

aims to reach the kattr
0 value.

• Two main mechanisms for grain reorganization have been highlighted:

the collapse of the unstable chain force (stable only thanks to the ce-

mentation) and the softening of the grains.

• The influence of several parameters is illustrated, as the cementation,

the confining pressure, the load history, and the initial value of k0.
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Abstract

Rock weathering is a common phenomenon in most engineering applications,

such as underground storage or geothermal energy. This work offers a discrete

element modelization of the problem considering cohesive granular material

and debonding effect. Oedometer conditions are applied during the weath-

ering and the evolution of the coefficient of lateral earth pressure, a proxy

of the state of stress, is tracked. Especially, the influence of the degree of

cementation, the confining pressure, the initial value of k0 and the history of

load are investigated. It has been emphasized that the granular media aims

to reach an attractor configuration. And the grain reorganization occurring

is divided into two main phenomena: the collapse of the unstable chain forces

(stable only thanks to the cementation) and the softening of the grains.
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chemo-mechanical couplings

1. Introduction

Many rocks are affected by weathering, especially in engineering appli-

cations like underground storage [1] or geothermal energy [2]. In particular,

underground storage strategies envisioned to store large amounts of CO2,

captured from large point sources like power generation facilities, or H2, pro-

duced during overproduction periods of renewable energies like solar or wind,

involve the injection of a fluid into a reservoir rock. This fluid reacts with

the surrounding rock inducing dissolution and/or precipitation that affects

rocks’ permeability [3], but also their mechanical behavior [4]. To ensure the

long-term success and safety of such storage solutions, the role of chemo-

mechanical couplings needs to be understood and modeled as they can in-

fluence settlement at the surface [5, 6], the stability of the caprock [7, 8] or

induced seismicity [9].

This weathering has already been investigated experimentally [10, 11,

12] and numerically [13, 14, 15, 16] for rock (bonded material) and sand

(unbonded material) in different configurations. Especially, Castellanza and

Nova [10] have designed an oedometer test with a soft ring to capture the

evolution of the horizontal stress during the debonding phenomena of a rock.

The work presented in this paper pursues this investigation with numer-

ical simulations solved by discrete element modelization. The rock material

is described as a cohesive granular material [17]. The mechanical parame-

ters calibrated by Sarkis et al. [18] on biocemented sands [19] have been

considered.
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Several parameters such as the degree of cementation, the confining pres-

sure, and the history of load are investigated here. Especially, the initial

value of the coefficient of lateral earth pressure, a proxy of the state of stress,

is monitored and studied. Indeed, this parameter can be affected by tectonic

solicitations in the context of underground reservoirs [20, 21, 22] and reaches

a larger value than in experimental setups.

The first section of this paper is dedicated to the formulation of the model

used in the discrete element modelization. Then, a second one describes the

framework and the context of this work. Finally, results and discussions are

proposed in the next sections.

2. Theory and formulation

The Discrete Element Model (DEM) is an approach developed by Cun-

dall & Strack [23] to simulate granular materials at the particle level. The

foundation of this method is to consider inside the material the individual

particles and their interactions explicitly [24]. Newton’s laws (linear and an-

gular momentum) are used to compute the motion of the grains, formulated

as follows for one grain:

m
∂vi
∂t

= mgi + fi (1)

I
∂ωi

∂t
= Mi (2)

wherem is the particle mass, vi is the particle velocity vector, gi is the gravity

acceleration vector, fi is the sum of contact force vectors applied to the

particle, I is the moment of inertia of the particle, ωi is the angular velocity
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vector, Mi is the sum of contact moment vectors applied to the particle

(torques due to bending, and to twisting and to the tangential forces).

Considering two particles with radii R1 and R2, the interaction between

particles is computed only if the distance between grains satisfies the follow-

ing inequality:

x1
i − x2

i < R1 +R2 (3)

where x1
i (resp. x2

i ) is the center of the particle 1 (resp. 2) and ui is the

norm of the vector ui. Once contact is detected between grains 1 and 2, the

normal vector of the contact n12
i is computed as n12

i = (x1
i − x2

i )/x
1
i − x2

i .

Then the normal overlap vector ∆ni and the tangential overlap vector ∆si

are determined.

∆ni =
(
R1 +R2 −

(
x1
j − x2

j

)
n12
j

)
n12
i (4)

The tangential component ∆si is computed incrementally, integrating the

relative tangential velocity between particles during the contact.

∆si = ∆si + v12si × dt (5)

where v12si is the relative tangential velocity vector defined in Equation 6 and

dt is the time step used in the simulation.

v12si = v12i −
(
v12j n12

j

)
n12
i (6)

v12i = v1i − v2i + (R1 − δ/2)ϵijkn
12
j ω1

k

+ (R2 − δ/2)ϵijkn
12
j ω2

k (7)
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where v12i is the relative velocity vector between grains and δ = ∆nin
12
i is the

norm of the normal overlap vector. Notice that the terms (R− δ/2) represent

the corrected radii at the contact. Here, the angular velocity vectors ωi of

the grains are considered for computing the tangential overlap vector ∆si.

As the contact orientation can evolve with time, it is important to update by

rotation and scaling the tangential overlap vector ∆new
si = ∆old

si −∆old
sj n

12
j n12

i

and ∆new
si = ∆old

si .

A relative angular velocity vector ∆ωi is also needed to compute the

twisting and bending behaviors.

∆ωi = ω1
i − ω2

i (8)

This relative angular velocity vector ∆ωi is divided into a twisting com-

ponent ∆ωti and into a bending component ∆ωbi.

∆ωti = ∆ωjn
12
j n12

i (9)

∆ωbi = ∆ωi −∆ωti (10)

Those relative angular velocity vectors ∆ωti and ∆ωbi are used to compute

a twisting and a bending relative angular rotation vectors ∆θti and ∆θbi

incrementally.

∆θti = ∆θti +∆ωti × dt (11)

∆ωbi = ∆θbi +∆ωbi × dt (12)

As the contact orientation can evolve with time, it is important to update
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by rotation and scaling the twisting and bending relative angular rotation

vectors ∆θnewki = ∆θoldki −∆θoldkj n
12
j n12

i and ∆θnewki = ∆θoldki , with k = t or b.

The contact models between particles obey a cohesive law [17]. Normal,

tangential, bending and twisting models are shown in Figure 1 and described

in the following.

Figure 1: The contact between two particles obeys normal, tangential, bending and twist-

ing elastic-plastic laws. A bond can be present if the contact is cemented. It increases the

shear and the tensile strengths.

The normal force vector Fni is described in Equation 13. An elastic

stiffness Kn is needed, formulated Equation 14.

Fni = Kn∆ni (13)

Kn = 2Em
R1R2

R1 +R2
(14)
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where Em is the macroscale Young’s modulus, R1 and R2 are the radii of the

particles in stake.

The tangential force vector Fsi is described in Equation 15. An elastic

stiffness Ks is needed, formulated Equation 16.

Fsi = Ks∆si (15)

Ks = νKn = 2νEm
R1R2

R1 +R2
(16)

where ν is the macroscale Poisson’s ratio.

The bending moment vector Mbi is described in Equation 17. An elastic

stiffness Kb is needed, formulated Equation 18.

Mbi = Kb∆θbi (17)

Kb = αbKsR
1R2 = 2αbνEm

(R1R2)
2

R1 +R2
(18)

where αb is a non-dimensional factor, linking the bending and the tangential

stiffnesses.

The twisting moment vector Mti is described in Equation 19. An elastic

stiffness Kt is needed, formulated Equation 20.

Mti = Kt∆θti (19)

Kt = αtKsR
1R2 = 2αtνEm

(R1R2)
2

R1 +R2
(20)

where αt is a non-dimensional factor, linking the twisting and the tangen-

tial stiffnesses. The bending and the twisting resistances aim to reproduce

the shape of the grain [25, 26, 27] as spheres are used in this framework

(numerically more efficient).
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Those contact laws are linear in the elastic domain. Some contact failure

is introduced based on the Mohr-Coulomb theory presented in Equation 21.

Fsi ≤ µ Fni (21)

where µ is the friction coefficient between two particles.

The cementation of the sample is modeled as a cohesion between the

grains. The bond exists until one of the two criteria presented in Equation

22 is not verified.

Fsi ≤ µ Fni + σsAb (Shear condition)

Fni ≤ σnAb (Tensile condition) (22)

where σs is the shear strength of the bond, σn is the tensile strength of the

bond and Ab is the surface of the bond.

3. Numerical model

The initial condition algorithm is presented in Figure 2. A box of 2, 8× 2, 8× 2, 8 mm

is generated. Then 3000 particles are created. It is important to notice that

the grains are initially incorporated with a radius smaller than the final one,

as a radius expansion algorithm is applied to generate an initial condition [24].

This algorithm aims to verify a uniform grain size distribution (Rmin = 75

µm and Rmax = 125 µm). Once the particles reach their final dimension,

the position of the top wall is controlled to apply a vertical pressure equal to

Pcementation (see Equation 23 for details). Once the vertical pressure is equal

to Pcementation, the friction between the grains, the twisting resistance and the
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bending resistance are switched on. Then, the cementation between the par-

ticles is done. At every contact, there is a random draw (with a probability

equal to pc) to determine if a bond is generated. Those bonds verify a shear

strength σs and a tensile strength σn and they have a surface Ab obtained

by a lognormal distribution presented in Appendix A and defined by the

parameters mlog and slog [18]. Once the bonds are generated, the position

of the top wall is controlled to apply a vertical pressure equal to Pconfinement

(see Equation 23 for details). It is important to notice that the sample is

under oedometer conditions (the control of the top plate aims to verify at

any instant the vertical confining pressure) [6, 10]. Then, the position of the

lateral wall is controlled to reach an initial coefficient of lateral earth pressure

k0 = σII

σI
(σI is the vertical pressure, σII is the lateral pressure). Once the

lateral pressure is verified, the position of the lateral plate is fixed to verify

oedometer conditions (fixed lateral walls), and the control of this element is

switched off. An example of an initial configuration is illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 2: Initial condition algorithm: a) A box is created. b) All the particles are generated

with a reduced radius. c) The different radii increase steeply until reaching the final values.

d) A vertical pressure is applied by moving the top plate of the box until verifying the

vertical pressure Pcementation. e) The friction, the twisting resistance and the bending

resistance are switched on at the contacts. f) The cementation is applied by generating

bonds at the contacts. g) A vertical pressure is applied by moving the top plate of the

box until verifying the vertical pressure Pconfinement. h) A lateral pressure is applied by

moving the lateral plate of the box until verifying the coefficient of lateral earth pressure

k0.

The control of the wall (top or lateral) is done by a proportional controller

kp described in Equation 23. A maximum speed of the plate is applied to

verify quasi-static conditions [24].

vplate = kp × (Pplate − Ptarget)

vplate ≤ vmax
plate (23)
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Figure 3: An example of an initial configuration obtained by the algorithm presented in

Figure 2. The sample is then in oedometer conditions: the lateral and bottom walls are

fixed and a constant vertical pressure is applied at the top.

where vplate is the velocity of the plate (in the direction of the control), kp is

the value of the proportional controller, Pplate is the pressure applied on the

plate (in the direction of the control), Ptarget is the targeted pressure applied

on the plate (in the direction of the control) and vmax
plate is the maximum

velocity of the plate.

About the walls, no friction, no bending resistance and no twisting resis-

tance are considered with the grains.

Once the initial configuration is set, the dissolution steps start. As pre-

sented in Algorithm 1, those steps are divided into several parts. First, the

bonds are dissolved. The surface of each bond not broken is reduced (the

value of the decrease must be small enough to stay representative). Then,

the reorganization of the grains occurs until to reach an equilibrium. This

state is defined by two characteristics :

• the unbalanced force (defined as the ratio of the mean summary force

on bodies and mean force magnitude on interactions) is smaller than a
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Algorithm 1 The weathering of the rock is modelled as a debonding phe-

nomenon.

while Left some bonds do

Dissolve the bonds ▷ the bonds surfaces are decreased

Update the mechanical properties, considering the current cementation

while not DEM equilibrium do ▷ granular reorganization occurs

Compute solicitations

Solve the momentum balances

Check the equilibrium criteria for DEM

end while

Take a snapshot of the configuration ▷ Several parameters are tracked

Count the number of bonds still existing

end while

criteria value (here 0.01).

• the difference between the pressure applied on the top plate and the

targeted pressure is smaller than a criteria value (here 0.01Ptarget).

Once the equilibrium is reached a snapshot of the sample is taken. This

allows us to track the evolution of different trackers presented in Section

4. Those steps are repeated until all the bonds are broken. Notice that a

bond can break because of the dissolution (the surface is null or negative) or

because of the loading (criteria presented Equation 22 are reached).

The parameters used in this paper are presented in Tables 1 and 2. The

influence of several parameters such as the vertical confinement pressure

Pconfinement [20], the initial coefficient of lateral earth pressure kinit
0 [20, 21, 22]
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and the degree of cementation [18] are investigated in this paper.

Pconfinement 0.1 - 1 - 10 MPa

Pcementation 0.01Pconfinement

Initial k0 0.2 - 0.7 - 1.5

Cementation 2T - 2MB - 11 BB - 13BT - 13MB

Bond dissolution 0.02 emlog - 0.05 emlog (when 95 % of the

initial number of bonds are broken)

Table 1: Presentation of the parameters used (see Table 2 for the details about the ce-

mentation).

Looking in Table 2, the Young modulus Em appears to depend on the

degree of cementation. An update of the Young modulus (and so, of the

different contact springs Kn, Ks, Kr, Kt) is done during the simulation fol-

lowing Equation 24. The influence of this stiffness reduction will be also

investigated in this paper in Section 4.2.

Em = (Ecementation
m − Euntreated

m )× (1− ξ) + Euntreated
m (24)

where Em is the current Young modulus used in the simulation, Ecementation
m

is the initial Young modulus depending on the initial degree of cementation,

Euntreated
m is the Young modulus without cementation (here 80 MPa), and

ξ is the debonding factor defined as the ratio of the bonds dissolved (by

dissolution or by loading) over the initial number of the bonds.

The time step dt must verify the P-wave critical time step condition [28]

defined as:

dt < dtcrit =
min(R)√
Em/ρ

(25)
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Lightly

cemented

Medium

cemented

Highly

cemented

Sample Untreated 2T 2MB 11BB 13BT 13MB

Density

(kg/m3)

2650

Em (MPa) 80 300 320 760 860 1000

ν (-) 0.25

αb (-) 0.5

αt (-) 0.5

µ (-) 0.36

pc (%) 0 13 88 98 100 100

mlog (-) 0 6.79 7.69 8.01 8.44 8.77

slog (-) 0 0.70 0.60 0.88 0.92 0.73

σs (MPa) 6.6

σn (MPa) 2.75

Table 2: Mechanical parameters depending on the cementation (extracted from [18]).

where R is the radius of the grains, Em is the Young modulus and ρ is the

density of the material. Here, a safety factor is considered, dt = 0.6 dtcrit. As

the Young modulus Em evolves with the dissolution of the bonds, an update

of this time step dt is also done.

4. Results

The results of this campaign of simulation (plus some complementary

investigations) are presented in the following subsections. Two main trackers
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are used:

• the coefficient of lateral earth pressure k0 = σII/σI , where σI is the

vertical stress and σII is the lateral stress. This parameter is a proxy

of the state of stress inside the sample [11, 13].

• the debonding variable ξ = 1 − nbond/n
0
bond, where nbond is the num-

ber of the bond and n0
bond is the number of the bond after the initial

configuration. This variable is equal to 0 when the simulation starts

(no bond broken) and equal to 1 when the simulation ends (all bonds

broken).

Thanks to the DEM, much more data are available as the coordination num-

ber, the mode of rupture of the bonds or the mean force transmitted in the

contact, among others. They will be used if necessary.

4.1. The existence of an attractor value kattr
0

The evolutions of k0 are gathered in Figure 4 for all the cementations,

the three values of kinit
0 and the different confining pressure Pconfinement.

It appears the k0 aims to reach an attractor value kattr
0 with the debond-

ing phenomena. This idea of an attractor has already been formulated by

Buscarnera and Einav [29] regarding the shape and the size of the grains.

Applying the principle of superposition, it has been highlighted that k0 ap-

proaches a limit given by kattr
0 = ν/(1 − ν) during weathering and stiffness

reduction [30]. Considering a window of [0.2 − 0.3] for the value of ν, the

attractor value window is [0.25− 0.43].
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a) b)

c)

Figure 4: Evolution of k0 with the debonding factor ξ for Pconfinement = a) 0.1, b) 1 and

c) 10 MPa. Limits considering kattr0 = ν/(1− ν) are plotted with ν = 0.2− 0.3.

To understand better this phenomenon, the fabric description of the sam-

ple and its evolution are investigated. Three simulations are considered: a

13MB sample with a confining pressure Pconfinement = 1 MPa and an initial

value of k0 = 0.2, 0.4 or 0.7. Even if a contact-based fabric tensor is often

used in the literature [31, 32, 33], a normal forces-based fabric tensor F n
ij

[33, 34, 35] is used here. Indeed, the behavior of the grain in the oedometer

condition is dominated by the normal forces and the focus is on mechanical

anisotropy. The normal forces-based tensor is defined by the average of the

outer product of the normal forces at contacts, see Equation 26.

F n
ij =

1

Nc

∑
c

fnninj

1 +Dklnknl

(26)
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where Nc is the total number of contacts, c is a contact in the sample, fn

is the norm of the normal force of the contact c, ni is the unit vector of the

contact direction and Dkl is the fabric tensor of the second order defined in

Equation 27 [33].

Dij =
15

2

(
Φij −

1

3
δij

)
(27)

where Φij is the contact-based fabric tensor, defined in Equation 28 [31,

33, 35] and δij is the Kronecker tensor.

Φij =
1

Nc

∑
c

ninj (28)

where Nc is the total number of contacts, c is a contact in the sample

and ni is the unit vector of the contact direction. A distribution function

fn(ni) can be defined in Equation 29 [33] and illustrated in Figure 5 at initial

conditions and at final conditions for kinit
0 = 0.2, 0.4 and 0.7. Even if the

initial value of the k0 influences the probability distribution function at the

initial step, it appears that the fabric aims to reach an attractor configuration

thanks to the grain reorganization. This attractor configuration is computed

considering the average of the three final configurations.

fn(ni) = f0
(
1 + anijninj

)
(29)

where f0 = tr(F n
ij) and anij = 15/2

(
F n
ij/f0 − δij

)
. This function represents

the average normal force on a specific direction [34].

It appears the kinit
0 = 0.2 function (blue) is inside the kinit

0 = 0.4 function

(red) which is inside the kinit
0 = 0.7 function (green). Indeed, it appears in
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Figure 5: Distribution function fn(ni) at initial and attractor conditions.

Figure 9, used later in this work, that the mean force transmitted in contact is

larger for the case kinit
0 = 0.7, then for kinit

0 = 0.4 and finally for kinit
0 = 0.2.

It is in agreement with the definition of the function fn. Moreover, it is

highlighted that the larger kinit
0 is, the more similar to a circle fn is, for

planes yz and xz. The sphericity means that the sample is more isotropic, in

agreement with the values of kinit
0 closer to 1.

One can notice, on plane xy, the fact that an anisotropy exists. Indeed,

because of the initial configuration algorithm, see Figure 2, especially the fact

that only one wall is moving to apply kinit
0 , one loading direction is favorized.

Then, this probability distribution function can be normalized to compare

the different organizations. A normalized function fn is defined in Equation

30 and shown in Figure 6.

fn(ni) = f0
1 + anijninj∫
fn (ni) dθ

(30)

where
∫
fn (ni) dθ is the integral of fn along the plane considered (xy, xz

or yz). Thanks to this definition, the perimeter of fn equals 1 in the plane.

This function represents the probability of a contact to exist in the direction
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ni weighted by the average normal force in this direction.

Figure 6: Distribution function fn(ni) at initial and attractor conditions.

The normalization helps to compare the cases. Looking at planes yz

and xz, it is clearer that the kinit
0 = 0.2 case must create isotropy (k0 will

increase), whereas the kinit
0 = 0.4 or = 0.7 cases must create anisotropy (k0

will decrease). The same observations than sooner can be done on the plane

xy, one direction is favorized because of the initial condition algorithm, see

Figure 2.

The evolution during the debonding of the shape of the normalized prob-

ability function fn(ni) can be captured by the evolution of the maximum

and the minimum values, illustrated in Figure 7.

It appears that in planes yz and xz, the maximum values increase and

the minimum values decrease for cases kinit
0 = 0.4 and = 0.7. This dis-

tancing of the extrema reveals the creation of anisotropy. On the opposite,

the maximum values decrease and the minimum values increase for the case

kinit
0 = 0.2, revealing the creation of isotropy (closing of the extrema). Those

observations are in agreement with the evolution of the k0 (proxy of the

isotropy/anisotropy of the sample). In plane xy, the extrema are closing

for the three cases (creation of isotropy). Indeed, the setup presented here
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Figure 7: Evolution of the maximum and the minimum values of the normalized probability

function fn(ni) with the debonding factor ξ.

does not induce anisotropy on this specific plane. This initial anisotropy is

generated by the initial configuration algorithm, see Figure 2.

4.2. Influence of the Young modulus reduction assumption

In this section, the Young modulus reduction assumption, described in

Equation 24, is discussed and the k0 evolution mechanisms are investigated.

The same simulations are run without the Young modulus reduction assump-

tion (the Young modulus stays constant during the debonding of the sample).

The results are presented in Figure 8.

a) b)

Figure 8: Effect of the Young modulus reduction assumption for different cementations at

a confinement pressure Pconfinement = 1 MPa with an initial k0 = a) 0.2 or b) 0.7.

In the case kinit
0 ≤ kattr

0 (here an example with kinit
0 = 0.2), illustrated in
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Figure 8a, it appears that a grain reorganization occurs (k0 evolves during

the dissolution) even if the Young modulus stays constant. It appears in

Figure 8b that there is no grain reorganization (k0 stays constant during the

dissolution) if the Young modulus stays constant and if kinit
0 ≥ kattr

0 (here an

example with kinit
0 = 0.7). In this kind of configuration, the reorganization of

the grains is due to the softening of the material (Young modulus reduction).

Two mechanisms seem to appear, depending on the state of stress.

This phenomenon is also highlighted by considering the evolution of the

mean force and the coordination number (proxy of the grain organization).

Three simulations are considered: a 13MB sample with a confining pressure

Pconfinement = 1 MPa and an initial value of k0 = 0.2, 0.4 or 0.7. The results

are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Evolution of the coordination number (plain line), mean number of contacts

per grain, with the debonding phenomena. The evolution of the mean force (normal +

tangential) transmitted in contacts of the fabric (dotted lines) is plotted in parallel. Notice

the coordination number evolutions have been set to start at 0 to be compared.
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The existence of the two mechanisms is emphasized by the fact that the

kinit
0 = 0.2 mean force evolution is different than the kinit

0 = 0.4 or = 0.7 mean

force evolutions. The first one stays at a constant value (≈ 0.02 N) until a

threshold value (ξ ≈ 0.6) for the debonding is reached. The latter decreases

linearly from the beginning of the simulation. A second evolution (sharper

and less linear) can be spotted after a threshold debonding (ξ ≈ 0.8). In the

same way, it appears the kinit
0 = 0.2 coordination number aims to reduce at

the start of the simulation whereas the kinit
0 = 0.4 and = 0.7 coordination

numbers increase. This observation reinforced the idea that two mechanisms

exist, depending on the state of stress.

4.3. Influence of the initial k0 on the grain reorganization mechanism

As emphasized in Section 4.2, the grain reorganization mechanism (evo-

lution of the k0) seems to depend on the state of stress. The distribution

of the mechanisms of bond rupture presented in Figure 10 emphasizes this

phenomenon. The bonds can break in two modes: i) by dissolution (if the

bond surface reaches a null or a negative value) or ii) by loading (if cri-

teria presented in Equation 22 are reached). It appears that for the same

cementation and the same confining pressure Pconfinement, the percentage of

rupture by loading is larger for kinit
0 ≤ kattr

0 than for kinit
0 ≥ kattr

0 . To un-

derstand this difference, the chain forces are sorted into two kinds: unstable

and stable organization. An unstable chain force stays in place thanks to

the cementation at the contacts. Once the cement is partially dissolved, the

chain force collapses, breaking the reduced but existing cemented contacts.

On the opposite, a stable chain force stays in place thanks to the particle-

particle contact. If the cemented contacts are dissolved, the chain force does
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not collapse. Considering kinit
0 ≤ kattr

0 , it has been established that grain

reorganization occurs only if enough cemented contacts are reduced. Indeed,

the unstable chain forces are predominant in this case, see the k0 evolution

when the Young modulus Em stays constant during the debonding, Figure 8a.

Once the cemented contacts are reduced, the cementation at contacts breaks

by mechanical loading. Considering kinit
0 ≥ kattr

0 , it has been established

that grain reorganization occurs directly (no cemented contact reduction is

needed). Indeed, the stable chain forces are predominant in this case, see the

constant k0 when the Young modulus Em stays constant during the debond-

ing, Figure 8b. The cemented contacts break with a chemical rupture as they

are not sollicitated.

Once the two mechanisms have been described, it is important to notice

in the cases of light cementations (2T or 2MB) that the final values of the

k0 are larger than the others if kinit
0 ≥ kattr

0 , see Figure 4. The reduction

of the k0 is due to the softening of the grains in this case. Considering

light cementations, the softening is smaller as the Young modulus evolves

only between 300 MPa (for 2T) or 320 MPa (for 2MB) and 80 MPa (for

uncemented material) compared to 1000 MPa (for 13MB), for example. The

Young modulus stays around the same value for light cementations and the

grain reorganization can not occur. The influence of the initial value of the

Young modulus is discussed in Figure 12. It seems the Young modulus has

an influence, especially in the case kinit
0 ≥ kattr

0 . It appears this influence is

smaller in the case kinit
0 ≤ kattr

0 .
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Figure 10: Distribution of the mode of rupture of the bond at the end of the test. A bond

can break by chemical dissolution (the bond surface reaches a negative or a null value

during the dissolution steps) or by mechanical loading (criteria presented in Equation 22

are reached).

4.4. Influence of the cementation (different percentage of contacts cemented

pc, different Young modulus Em and different bond sizes distribution

defined by mlog and slog)

Following the definition of the different degrees of cementation used par

Sarkis et al. [18], it appears that the Young modulus Em, the percentage

of contacts cemented pc and the bond sizes distribution (defined by mlog

and slog) change with the cementation. To understand the effect of the

cementation on the problem those three effects must be isolated.
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The first aspect to be analyzed is the influence of the percentage of con-

tacts cemented pc. This parameter describes the ratio of contact cemented

during the initial configuration (see step f in Figure 2) on the total number

of contacts. Complementary simulations have been run. An 11BB sample

is generated under Pconfinement = 0.1 MPa with an initial k0 = 0.2 or 0.7.

Three different values are considered for the parameter pc = 50, 75 or 100%.

The results are presented in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Evolution of the k0 with the debonding variable ξ for an 11BB sample under

Pconfinement = 0.1 MPa with 50, 75 or 100% initial contacts cemented.

It appears that pc does not influence the evolution of k0. A light difference

can be noted for kinit
0 = 0.2 but it stays negligible compared to the differ-

ence noted with the other cementations in Figure 4. This difference can be

explained by the fact the reorganization mechanisms are different depending

if the initial k0 is smaller or larger than the attractor value kattr
0 . As ex-

plained in Section 4.3, if kinit
0 ≤ kattr

0 the main reorganization mechanism is

the collapses of the unstable chain forces. In this case, the fact that there is
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less cemented contact (pc smaller) can weaken the global structure and affect

lightly the k0 evolution. If kinit
0 ≥ kattr

0 the main reorganization mechanism

is the grains softening. Here, the distribution of the cemented contact has

no influence. To resume, it appears the parameter pc has no influence in the

evolution of the k0 with the debonding phenomenon.

The second parameter to be analyzed is the Young modulus Em. To

investigate the effect of this parameter, the same simulations are run but the

initial value of the Young modulus can be controlled (considered the same for

all cementation: Em = 1 GPa, Young modulus of the cementation 13MB).

The results are shown in Figure 12.

a) b)

Figure 12: Evolution of the k0 with the debonding factor ξ for different cementations at

a confinement pressure Pconfinement = 1e6 Pa with an initial k0 = a) 0.2 or b) 0.7. The

initial value of the Young modulus Em is equal to 1000 MPa for the controlled simulations.

For kinit
0 ≤ kattr

0 , Figure 12a, it appears the controlled k0 evolutions are

around the k0 evolution obtained with a 13MB cementation (not controlled).

This can be understood by the fact the initial Young modulus value is the

same as the one used for this cementation. It is important to note that 2T

and 2MB controlled simulations give results a bit different. As explained in

Section 4.3, the evolution of the k0 is more controlled by the unstable chain
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forces collapses than the softening of the grains for kinit
0 ≤ kattr

0 . Lightly

cemented samples are composed of fewer bonds between the grains, so the

collapse of the chain forces can occur more easily. It seems the initial Young

modulus has an influence on the k0 evolution but it is not the main one.

For kinit
0 ≥ kattr

0 , Figure 12b, it appears the controlled k0 evolutions are

around the k0 evolution obtained with a 13MB cementation (not controlled).

This can be understood by the fact the initial Young modulus value is the

same as the one used for this cementation. Even the 2T and 2MB controlled

simulations give the same results. As explained in Section 4.3, at large initial

values the evolution of the k0 is more controlled by the softening of the grains

than the unstable chain forces collapses. The grain reorganization depends

strongly on the initial Young modulus of the grains in the case.

The third parameter to be analyzed is the bond size distribution con-

trolled by mlog and slog (see Appendix A). It has been emphasized in the

previous discussion of this Section that the bond size distribution influences

in the case kinit
0 ≤ kattr

0 , Figure 12a, and do not in the case kinit
0 ≥ kattr

0 ,

Figure 12b. As presented in Section 4.3, the mechanism of the k0 evolu-

tion is the collapse of the unstable chain forces. The bond size distribution

influences this phenomenon, especially the variance of the distribution slog.

Moreover, Figure 13 highlights the fact that the light cementations (2T and

2MB) dissolve totally faster than the high cementation (13BT and 13MB).

This Figure represents the evolution of the k0 with the cumulative bond sur-

face dissolved (similar to the times). Here, the mean of the distribution mlog

controls the temporal aspect of the debonding phenomena.
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Figure 13: Evolution of the k0 with the cumulative bond surface dissolved (≈ the time)

for the different cementations at Pconfinement = 1 MPa.

4.5. Influence of Pconfinement

The effect of the confinement pressure Pconfinement is studied in this Sec-

tion. The results are shown in Figure 14.

First of all, it appears that no results are obtained for the light cemen-

tations (2T and 2MB) at Pconfinement = 10 MPa when kinit
0 = 0.2. All of

the bonds break during the initial configuration set-up as the confinement

pressure is large. It is important to notice that the lateral strain ϵlat is ex-

tensive during the initial set-up for kinit
0 ≤ kattr

0 (aims to reduce k0 as this

coefficient is around the attractor value at step g of Figure 2) and compres-

sive for kinit
0 ≥ kattr

0 (aims to increase k0 as this coefficient is around the

attractor value at step g of Figure 2). Because of this extensive mode and

the fact that shear failure occurs more, the bonds aim to break more than in

the compressive mode.

Figure 14 highlights the fact that the coordination number (the mean

number of contacts per grain) increases with Pconfinement. As the confining
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 14: Evolution of the k0 and the coordination number with the debonding variable

ξ at Pconfinement = 0.1, 1 and 10 MPa, with kinit0 = 0.2, 0.7 and 1.5 for three different

degrees of cementation: a) 2MB, b) 11BB and c) 13MB.

pressure is larger, the grains are more squeezed and the number of contacts

increases. In DEM, this phenomenon must be dealt with carefully, especially

for rigid particles. Indeed, the models used are built on the small overlap

assumption. This limit is named the jammed state [36]. A new soft parti-

cle model has recently been designed to investigate deeper into this jammed

state [37]. It appears here that the grain reorganization (see the evolution
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of the coordination number) is divided into two steps: a linear part at the

beginning and a nonlinear part at the end. For a reminder, the Young mod-

ulus Em of the grains is decreasing with the debonding and so the sample

aims to be closer to the jammed state. As the Young modulus is smaller for

small cementations, this state is reached sooner. For example, let’s consider

Pconfinement = 10 MPa (green lines) and kinit
0 = 1.5 (plain lines), the nonlin-

ear part starts around ξ = 0.6 for an 11BB sample and around ξ = 0.7 for

a 13MB sample. In the same idea, for kinit
0 ≥ kattr

0 the final value of the k0

is globally larger when Pconfinement is larger (especially for Pconfinement = 10

MPa, green lines). As the sample is closer to the jammed state, there is less

space to reorganize. This observation is less clear in the case kinit
0 ≤ kattr

0 ,

as the mechanism of the k0 evolution is dominated by the collapse of the

unstable chain forces, and not the softening of the grain, see Section 4.3.

5. Discussion

5.1. The evolution of the k0 can generate failure

Figure 15 shows the evolution of the k0 between the initial and final

configurations
(
∆k0 = kfinal

0 − kinitial
0

)
for different initial kinitial

0 values at

different confinement pressures Pconfinement and for all cementations.
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a) b)

c)

Figure 15: Evolution of the k0 between the initial and final configurations(
∆k0 = kfinal0 − kinitial0

)
for different initial kinitial0 values and all the cementations at

different confinement pressures Pconfinement = a) 0.1 MPa b) 1 MPa or c) 10 MPa.

This evolution of the k0 is really important, especially in the context of

an underground reservoir. The host rock can be modelled with a simple

Mohr-Coulomb criteria, illustrated in Figure 16. It appears that a reduction

of k0 (= σII/σI) aims to induce a failure as the diameter of the Mohr circle

increases (DMC = σI (1− k0)), where DMC is the diameter of the Mohr circle

and σI is the vertical stress. As shown earlier in this work, this k0 reduction

appears only if kinit
0 ≥ kattr

0 .

5.2. About the Young modulus reduction assumption

As formulated by Equation 24, the Young modulus and the mechanical

properties are decreased with the weathering of the rock. This assump-

tion has a huge influence on the evolution of the k0, especially in the case
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Figure 16: The effect of an increase or a decrease of the k0 in the Mohr plane, a reduction

of this parameter can induce a failure.

kinit
0 ≥ kattr

0 , see Section 4.2. More than a numerical investigation to un-

derstand phenomena, the assumption has a deeper meaning. Indeed, the

type of contacts and the load history of the sample can be modelled by this

hypothesis.

As illustrated in Figure 17, the contact can be sorted into three types:

I) Frictional, II) Mixed/Cohesive (Frictionnal+Cemented) or III) Cemented

[18]. In case I there is no cement, so the Young modulus reduction assumption

is not required. Otherwise, in the first approach, the contact can be modelled

as two springs (one for the grains and one for the cement) in parallel (type

II) or in series (type III). In those two cases (parallel or series), the Young

modulus reduction assumption should be used depending on the history of

loading, as discussed in the following paragraph. The difference between the

two cases is based on the final value (after the entire dissolution of the bond)

of the Young modulus Efinal
m . In case II, it will be the value assumed for

frictional contact (type I) EI
m. In case III, it will be null (except if a new

contact type I occurs).

As explained earlier in this Section, the Young modulus reduction as-
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Figure 17: Definition of the contact types: I) Frictional, II) Mixed or cohesive (Friction-

nal+Cemented) and III) Cemented.

sumption is applied for contacts type II and III, depending on the history

of loading. As illustrated in Figure 18 and coming back to the initial model

with springs in parallel or in series, the cementation that occurs at pres-

sure Pi is considered loaded only if the current pressure applied Pj verifies

Pj > Pi. The Young modulus reduction hypothesis should be applied only if

the bonds are assumed loaded. This discussion is summarized in Table 3. In

this work, loaded contacts type II have been used. Nevertheless, some results

have been obtained for non-loaded contacts type II in Figure 8.

Contact I Contact II Contact III

Bonds loaded NO YES (Efinal
m = EI

m) YES (Efinal
m = 0)

Bonds not loaded NO NO NO

Table 3: Summarize the use of the Young modulus reduction assumption. If the hypothesis

is applied, the final value of Em is given.

6. Conclusion

The debonding of the rock can be the origin of failure reactivation as me-

chanical properties weaken and the state of stress evolves. This influence of
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Figure 18: Depending on the history of loading, the cementation can be loaded or not.

This scheme illustrates the fact that a cementation that occurred at Pi can be considered

a) not loaded if Pj = Pi or b) loaded if Pj > Pi, where Pj is the current pressure applied.

several parameters such as the degree of cementation, the confining pressure,

the initial value of k0 and the history of load are investigated in this paper.

It has been shown that an attractor configuration exists and the grain

reorganization occurs during the debonding to reach this state. Especially,

the k0 evolves to its attractor value, increasing or decreasing. It appears that

a k0 reduction can be the origin of failure reactivation.

Two main mechanisms have been emphasized for the grain reorganization,

depending on the initial state of stress. The chain forces need to be sorted

into two kinds: the unstable and the stable chain forces. The unstable ones

support the force thanks to the cementation, when the debonding occurs

they collapse. On the opposite, the stable ones stay in place, even if they are

no cementation. It appears that the unstable ones are dominant in the case

kinit
0 ≤ kattr

0 and the stable ones are dominant in the case kinit
0 ≥ kattr

0 . In the
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second case, the grain reorganization occurs with the grain softening.

7. Software

The Discrete Element Model is solved using the YADE open source soft-

ware [38]. Some examples of scripts used are available on GitHub at the

following link:

• https://github.com/AlexSacMorane/YADE_oedo_acid
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Appendix A. The lognormal distribution

The probability of a bond to have a surface Ab follows a lognormal dis-

tribution formulated in Equation A.1. This distribution is defined by the

expected value mlog and the variance slog.

p(Ab) =
1

Ab slog
√
2π

e
−
(ln(Ab)−mlog)

2

2 s2
log (A.1)

It appears this distribution reproduces accurently experimental observa-

tions [18]. Indeed, smaller bond surfaces and larger ones can be considered,

both are important to the mechanical behavior of the sample. Examples of

lognormal distribution used in this paper are given in Figure A.19.
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Figure A.19: Examples of lognormal distributions used in this paper with the different

cementations considered (see Table 2).
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